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Prison & Correctional Facility Security
Prison and correctional facility sites are an
obvious application for quality perimeter
security. APS has supplied prisons
throughout the world such as Jordan,
Malaysia, Thailand and the USA. The first
prison we ever supplied was the famous
‘Bangkok Hilton’ (Bangkwang) Thailand.

Advanced Perimeter Systems has been
operating since 1982 and is a global
supplier of reliable high security electric
fencing and perimeter security equipment.
We are a trusted UK-based manufacturer,
all equipment is designed and assembled
in-house at our factory in Stirling, Central
Scotland.

Pyramid Security
APS is proud to have provided the
perimeter security equipment for the
ancient Pyramids in Giza. Our Flexiguard
and Multisys systems were chosen for
the 13.2 kilometer perimeter which was
divided into 60 zones. Each zone was then
connected back to the central control room.

Our systems have successfully completed
rigorous independent testing, this is
another guarantee of the reliability and
durability of Advanced Perimeter Systems
equipment.

Advanced Perimeter Systems Limited
16 Cunningham Road,
Springkerse Industrial Estate,
Stirling, Scotland UK FK7 7TP
+44 (0)1786 479862 (UK)
+1(320) 321 9412 (USA)
sales@apsltd.net

www.advancedperimetersystems.com

PULSTAR™
ELECTRO FENCING
Detect intruders and deter them.
Use with existing perimeter fence or
as a stand alone fence. Safest legal
perimeter deterrent system available.

FLEXIGUARD Analyser 2.0

MULTISYS

A new take on our early warning
perimeter detection system.
Miniaturized down to credit card size
and ultra-low power. Full suite of
digital connectivity for the 2020’s.

Monitor your APS
hardware in real time
with our Windows PC
security management
system. Fully network
enabled.

PORTAL
Analog to Digital conversion board
and data logger to transform your
existing APS energizer into an IoT
device. Retrofittable.

PULSTAR™ – ENERGIZER 2.0

MICROGIZER

The most advanced security grade
electrical energizer in the world.

Miniaturized energizer optimized
for commercial projects and
residential market.

Backwards compatible with the
same hardware footprint as legacy
products. We’ve taken our 30 years
experience in the business and
distilled it into one game changing
product.

Unique transformerless “shock”
methodology means high voltage
capacitors only discharge when
the fence is attacked. This makes the
Microgizer an ultra-low power device
suitable for small projects.

MICROGUARD
Security grade microwave barrier
system. Invisible barrier to protect
your perimeter.

SENSOR POINT
(TDR)
Next generation
of microphonic
cable sensor. High
frequency electrical
pulses are used
to “pinpoint”
the location of the
perimeter intrusion.

Protect vulnerable open areas
where conventional perimeter
security is not possible.

